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PA Dream Teamer Chelsea, an
Air Products and Chemicals
Engineer, Presents to the 2nd
Year Physics Class at Emmaus
High School
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On target to reach year-end goals:
Double Active Dream Team Members
Reach 2000 Students in Five Counties
Engage 16 Manufacturers to Participate
https://www.PADreamTeam.com
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Word is spreading
As word spreads about the value of early
STEM education and technical training,
many more educators are reaching out to
the PA Dream Team and requesting either
new presentations or repeat presentations
to new classes. To meet these requests,
we strive to add more volunteers and
manufacturers early next year.

Newsflash
Spring 2018 Kicks-Off:
Pilot Dream Team Programs in
Carbon, Berks and Schuylkill Counties
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Warm holiday wishes
A heartfelt “Thank You” to all who
participate and volunteer to make this
program special. As we reach the
midpoint in our program year, and
prepare to finish the 2017-2018
PA Dream Team season stronger than
ever, we hope you will enjoy the holidays
and a well-deserved break.

The PA Dream Team was developed and is operated by Manufacturers Resource
Center. Funding is provided by the Bosch Community Fund and Air Products
and Chemicals. Additional support is provided by PBS 39.
PA Dream Team members reach a wide, varied audience. They provide
presentations in middle school and high school science and math classes, honors
classes, advanced physics classes, gifted programs and STEM clubs, full school
auditorium programs and Project Lead the Way classes- a high school preengineering program in several local schools. PA Dream Team members also
attend technical high school open houses and are featured at community events,
where parents, educators, and the community at large can be exposed to their
message.
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